NOTES ON THE BERTINI INVOLUTION
ETHEL I. MOODY 1

1. Introduction. Given a pencil of plane cubic curves
(1)

\w(x) + y.w'{x) = 0

with the vertices of the reference triangle among its base points. Arranged as to (0, 0, 1) the equations may be written
W(%) = XzUi + #3^2 + Uz,
2
w'(x) = xzul + X3U2 +
ul,

with
U\ = diXi + #2#2,
#1 = #1 #1 +
2
2
#2 = b\Xi + Z>2#1#2 + #3#2> M2 ,
2
2
^3 = CxX!X2 + C2#l#2» «3 ,

a

2 %2,

and at, ai, 6»-, 6/, cif ci generic constants.
A point y of the plane fixes the curve of the pencil (1) passing
through it, hence
(2)

w(x)w'(y)

— w'(x)w(y)

= 0,

which may be written in the form
2

2

W%(x) = Xz(AxXi + A2x2) + Xz(BiXi + B2XiX2 + Bzx2)
2

(3)

2

+ C1X1X2 + C2#i#2 = 0
in which Ai = aiwf(y) — aiw(y)1 and similarly fori?; and C». The tangent to TF8(*) = 0 at (0, 0, 1) is
(4)

A1X1 + A2x2 = 0,

which meets the curve again at R = (ri, r2, rs)f
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(5)

prx = A2r{,

June

pr2 = - ^4 if/,

P'a =

AxA2rl,

wherein
ri = J M a - ^2^41^4 2 + J M i ,

fs = A2CX - .4 A .

As X:/x describes the pencil (3), the locus of R is
(6)

74(a) = aci^i + a2^4 2 = 0,

a quartic curve having a triple point at (0, 0, 1) and passing simply
through the remaining base points. It is completely fixed by these
conditions.
2. The Bertini involution. The locus R meets every curve of the
pencil (3) in one point apart from base points. The line Ry meets
Wz(x) = 0 in a third point y'. It is proposed to study the involutorial
transformation y~y'.
The point y' is associated with the points y and R by equations of
the form y' = ly+mr.
Substitute y' for x in W3(x) = 0. Since W3(y) = 0 and W3{r) = 0, the
equation in l:m is linear. After various manipulations, it is found that
74(;y) appears as a cubic factor, and the equations of the transformation may be written in the form
yi = My) [A^(y)

+ B3r{ ] y i ,

y>

+

=My)[A\My)

B1r{]vv

yi = fa(y)4>*(y)C6.
A subscript applied to a bracket indicates that the quantity enclosed
has the subscript as a factor and that the factor has been removed.
Cs(y) = A2[Bx+

(aib{ -

aibi)yiy2]y2

+ [Ai - (a{h - a1b{)'y2y3]y2[A2y3
+ (aj>{ 06(;y) = A1C2 +
A

fa(y) = £i

+ B3y2]Vl

aJbDBzyiyz,
yzC^y),

+ yzCh(y).

These expressions have no common factor and are all in terms of
the coefficients in W3(y). From the forms of the equations it follows
at once that the transformation is of order 17. The point (0, 0, 1) is
not a fundamental point. It is a fixed point of the transformation. The
other base points of the pencil enter symmetrically. \pz{y) = 0 is the
principal curve for (1, 0, 0) and 4>z(y) = 0 for (0, 1,0).
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From the forms of the equations of these principal curves it is seen
that each has a triple point at the fundamental point to which it belongs, and a double point at each of the other seven. There are no
other fundamental points, hence
Ci~C 17 : 8Pt-

Pi~p&:

p\lP\,

k 9* u

It is the general Bertini involution.
3. Fixed points of Bï7. From the method of defining y' it follows
that every cubic curve of the pencil is transformed itself from the
central involution from its associated point R.
From R can be drawn four tangents to Wz{y) = 0 apart from the
one at R. But one of these touches the curve at (0, 0, 1), as R describes y{x) = 0. The locus of the other points of tangency is obtained
by eliminating X:/x from (1) and the polar conic of R as to Wz(y) = 0.
By using the same procedure to affect reductions, the equation of
the locus is found to be
(7)

K(x) = My) [Aiyz + Biyi]V2

- fa(y) [Azyz + Bzy2]yi = 0.

It is of order 9, has each base point of | TF3(y)| except (0, 0, 1) to
multiplicity 3, and no other multiple points. I t is of genus 4. Although
(0, 0, 1) is a fixed point, its coordinates do not satisfy K(x) = 0.2
It is at once confirmed that at the points (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) the
curve K(x) = 0 has the same tangents as \pe(y) = 0, 4>*(y) = 0, respectively. Since these points have no particular role in the determining equations, we infer that K(y) = 0 has the same tangents at each base point
as the principal curve of that point.
4. Particular pencils. Suppose all the curves of the pencil (l)have
a common tangent at (0, 0, 1). This requires that a second base point
approaches (0, 0, 1) in the direction of the fixed tangent. The curve
Y4(#) = 0 now consists of the fixed tangent and the cubic curve of the
pencil having a double point at (0, 0, 1). The transformation reduces
to the general Geiser involution having the other seven base points
of the pencil as fundamental points.
d ~ C 8 : IPl

Pi~pz:
KG:

P*6Pk,

k 9* i,

7PÏ

Conversely, given any seven points in the plane: if the Geiser involution be determined and its points of invariant points be con2
In Hudson, Cremona transformations,
is triple on K(x) =»0.

p. 127, it is erroneously stated that (0, 0, 1)
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structed, a tangent to K = 0 has the role of the remaining (adjacent) base points of the pencil of cubics belonging to the point on K.
Further particularizations of the Bertini involution are thus reduced to special cases of the Geiser type. 3
5. Product of two Bertini involutions. Returning to the general
case, consider the sequences of two Bertini involutions, first JH3 with
the base point (0, 0, 1) of the pencil, followed by T2 with (0, 1, 0)
as the special vertex.

Byr3
Ci~C17:

SPl

i 7* 3.

By T 2
C17: 8P*~C 3 7 : P\BP%IPI

i ^ 2, 3.

This transformation is not periodic. Its inverse is the product of the
same components taken in inverse order.
6. Components of the curve of fixed points of T3T2 and T2TZ. Consider the (x) = 0 belonging to Tz and that belonging to T2. These two
curves meet in three points Qi apart from base points. Since from
Qi the operations T 3 and T2 are identical, it follows that the product
of the two involutions leaves every point of the cubic of the pencil
determined by Qi fixed, hence:
The product of T2 and T 3 leaves three cubics of the pencil point by
point invariant.
7. Product of three 7 \ . By direct application of the formula we obtain TsT2Ti

Ci —C53: P\2PTP126P)\
3

Pi~pu:

P2~pu:

6

Pi ~pis:

i ^ 1, 2, 3,

4

PiPiP^Pt,
P\P11P16PI
2

P*~pu:

2

6

3

4

PiP2Pz6Piy
P\P\P\P)$P)

j ^

1, 2, 3, i.

If TzT2Ti be calculated, its characteristic and t h a t of its inverse are
found to be identical hence :
The product of three different Bertini involutions associated with the
same pencil of cubic curves is involutorial.
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